Software Engineer

100% Remote Worldwide
Full-time

To apply for this position please send your CV to recruitment@nunet.io with the job title as the subject line.

The Company

NuNet, a spinoff of SingularityNet is a framework for shared and globally distributed computing. NuNet platform is designed to be an extremely flexible network, encompassing mobile consumer devices, edge computing and IoT devices alongside PCs, servers and data centers, allowing seamless interoperability among its components and intelligent automation of workflow design. NuNet leverages Web3 technologies, serverless container execution, service mesh orchestration, crypto-economy and more, toward creation of the decentralized “world computer”

Job Description

NuNet is looking to hire a Software Engineer to join its development team. As a member of the team, you will be working closely with the developers, focusing on the entire NuNet platform development and testing with special focus on Blockchain integration of the platform, implementing Smart Contracts, auditing and recommending best practices.

As NuNet is a startup with an exciting journey ahead, your contributions will have a great impact on the future of the company and you would be able to grow alongside it.

Responsibilities

As a Software Engineer, you will be responsible for all Blockchain related tasks from platform integration to smart contracts in addition to general development and bug fixes. You will implement all smart contracts for the platform, do auditing and recommend best practices on how to best utilise Blockchain within the NuNet platform.

Your duties will include:

- Fully understanding the goal of NuNet and contributing to the technical design of Blockchain integration
- Working on general bug fixes and development gaps
- Implementing secure smart contracts on best known smart contract languages
- Mastering new blockchain frameworks and smart contract languages;
- Making sure the tokenomics of the platform is sound
- Evaluating side chains and other Blockchains and recommending suitable solutions
- Handling transition to a different Blockchain such as Cardano
- Monitoring the Crypto scene and recommending best practices in launch, trading and transactions
- Assisting other developers with implementation of specific tasks and testing

Requirements

- At least 2 years of experience working on the Ethereum Blockchain writing smart contracts
- Deep technical knowledge of Blockchain technologies across the board
- Proficient in Solidity
- Experience with Haskell Programming Language
● Experience with Python, NodeJs and JavaScript
● Technical knowledge of the Cardano Blockchain
● Solution Focused
● Excellent communication skills and ability to work as part of a team
● Fluent English
● Data driven decision making

Benefits

● Flexible schedule
● Remote work – ability to work from anywhere (since you have a visa to work form that country/place).
● Work with a multicultural team